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Our Jewish Souls Are Eternal 
 

OK Mommy! It’s going to be a week of booming all over the place boom boom boom. 

Sounds of actual war and tough and frightening threats. It will seem like the whole 

world has gone mad, crazy, Meshuga.  

We are running out of time. I suggest that all good Jews that are keeping Mitzvos 

should take stock of their lives and begin very seriously the process of Teshuva. And all 

of those Jews that feel Jewish and know that at least their mother was Jewish should 

start educating themselves in what it means to be a Jew from the Orthodox (religious) 

point of view, the most religious point of view of our Jewish people. Try to repent with 

all your heart and soul shedding tears over your transgressions. 

Everyone can see that the world is out of control. Even the Reshoim, the evil ones, are 

losing control because they have been deluding themselves for hundreds of years 

being sure, like the Rasha Nimrod, that they could overcome, Chas Vesholom, 

Hakodosh Boruch Hu. But before they enter their bunkers they will already have 

learned that only Hashem is Hakol Yachol. They will enter their bunkers with great fear 

because they will have a doubt if that will be their burial place or not.   

Am Yisroel the world was created for you, for us, for our eternal Jewish souls. We were 

not created from foreign material. Our souls were created with part of Hashem Himself 

and because of that our souls are eternal. Because of the fact that a part of Hashem 

was used by Him to create every true Jew including true converts we can rise very high 

spiritually and get closer and closer to our Creator, to our Father to the Hakol Yachol, 

Hakodosh Boruch Hu. So Am Yisroel if you are truly Jews with a precious Jewish soul 

you’ll be saved by Hashem no matter how difficult it may seem you’ll be saved by 

Hashem. You will have to do Teshuva and if you fight it, it will just be harder on you. 

But the eternal soul of the Yid only knows Truth so in the end the true Jew will repent 

completely. We will see death and destruction around us. We will see the world 

crumpling around us and we will stay whole. When it’s all done and the dust has settled 

and the water has quieted down and the sun shines again on us, on the earth we will 

be new people without the Yetzer Hora and at that point we will all be called to the 

Chupa and the wedding ceremony will begin. 

Gut Shabbos 


